Speakers Guidelines
Magnum Corpus has initiated guidelines for our speakers in order to run the conference on
a smooth note and further make our conferences and its sessions a grand success.
All the speakers should deliver quality presentation on the agreed choice of their topic.
Participants/Speakers are free to choose the topic of their interest.
Speakers, please submit your manuscript/abstract a couple of days before the
presentation.
All the submitted abstract/manuscripts will be reviewed and screened by the
Organizing Committee Members and Chairs of the Session.
Once the abstract/manuscript is submitted the acceptance will be known within 48
hours.
Once your manuscript is accepted, we will distribute the same to the participants. We
will also promote your speaking engagement on our website.
Avoid controversial topics or volatile sensitive issues that trigger anger, anguish and
heartburn and division among the member participants.
We request all the speakers to stick to the time schedule of their lecture.
Speakers hailing from industry please avoid promotional campaign of your products or
services directly or indirectly via your speech. For promoting your products or services
kindly book a slot for exhibition.
After the speech, the speakers should conduct Q and A sessions clarifying doubts
raised by the participants.
Speakers can bring in their presentation material with them to make the lectures easy
to understand. We will provide you with a PC and a Projector to make it easy for you.
The default language of presentation shall be English. However, if you wish to present
your lecture in a language of your choice, we will assist you by providing a translator.
For this, you need to intimate us in advance.

Each session will be monitored and judged by experts in the field who are chair and cochair and give their valuable feedback.
Each participant will be honored with a certificate from the chair and co-chair at the
end of the session.
Speakers! Please make the best use of this conference and let your lectures win laurels
and accolades for you. Use this best opportunity to win huge number of fans from
amongst the audiences.
Magnus Corpus wishes you good luck on your endeavors.

